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Finish Grade Trim * - just one of the many AZEK 
Bui lding Products inspired by you . Durab le and easy t o 
install , our Finish Grade Tri m creates a fin ished look t hat 's 
w ort hy of th e reputat io n you 've worked so hard to bu ild . 
To learn more about this and other innovat ive A ZEK Trim 

_p rodu_s:.t s, visit AZEK.com __ 

Designed to fast beautifuffy.™ AZEK. 
J • Patent Pending T•im> I I 1'•2011 AZEK Building Products. Go to http://resarch .hotims.com for more info 



Eldorado Brick. The Foundation for Memorable Spaces. 

1.800.925.1491 

ELDORADOSTONE.COM/ ELEGANCE I ELDORAD~i'·U''· 
A HEADWATERS COMPANY 



SoftPlan 2012 available now 
... residential design software ... reimagined 

"I love this new version." 
Mike Williams of MW Designs, Yucaipa, CA 
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• easy to learn 

• easy to use 

• 30 renderings 

• materials lists 

• framing layouts 

• automatic elevations 

• automatic sections 

• site plans 

• animations 

• powerful roof design 

keesee and associates inc. 

• fast electrical layouts 

• remodelers setup 

• kitchen & bath design 

• deck design 

• Lite version available 

• round-trip AutoCAO® 

files 

• links to QuickBooks® 

• automatic energy calc's 
via REScheck TM 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SOFTWARE 

download trial www.softplan.com or 

order demonstration 1-800-248-0164 

Try SoftPlan : free, 30 web based design tool. 

www.softplan .com 

Go to http://resarch .hotims.com for more info 
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DURABILITY TO MEET THE NEEDS. BEAUTY TO MEET THE WANTS. 

INTRODUCING MILGARD "' ESSENCE ™ SERIES. A timeless interior of solid wood 

with a durable fiberglass core and exterior, it's the re -imagining of design and durability. 

Essence is backed by our Full Lifetime Warranty with Glass Breakage Coverage and available 

in custom sizes with short lead times . Plus , all Essence Series windows meet ENERGY STAR® 

qualifications, without costly upgrades. It 's time to re-imagine the possibilities of 

your projects. 
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Introducing Earthwood Evolutions TM 

and a ne\v way to sell decking 

An entirely new era in carefree outdoor living. Because Earthwood Evolutions is capped with an exclusive protective shell, 
it's practically impervious to the elements and the accidents that every deck endures. It's another game-changing innovation 
by TimberTech that promises a stunning appearance year after year - and it's backed by a 25-year residential warranty 
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F11/ly protective 
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home front 
news from the leading edge of residential design. 

shotgun chic 

: ~urricane Katrina and the ensuing flood-

, ing left N¢w Orleans with a significant 

·housing crisis that has not yet been 

resolved. Rochester, Ind.-based design/ ' . 

build firm Miletus Group, which special-

izes in prefab and modular systems, has 

developed a prototype that may help: the 

Shotgun House Project. 

"Katrina's lasting effects have 
created a massive housing deficit 
in New Orleans," says Miletus 
president James B. Guthrie, AIA. 
"This housing dilemma is exacer
bated by labor shortages and the 
high price of available building 
materials. Our premise was to 

"these ingenious niodular structures are 

substantial homes, fully compliant with 

current building codes andfema stan

dards, £?[fering a sustainable, permanent 

solution to the current and near-term 

housing needs of new orleans." 

-james b. guthrie. aia 

build high-quality and architectur
ally sensitive homes off site, away 
from the stresses of New Orleans' 
building environment." 

The model in question is an 
architecturally sensitive modu-
lar shotgun that may come fully 
intact and ready-for-occupancy or 
partially unfinished for handy do
it-yourselfers to complete. "[The 
shotgun] is really an amazing 
building typology in that the same 
basic home can be found in every 
neighborhood of New Orleans, 
from the richest to the poorest," 
Guthrie says. The nice thing 
about the typology, he adds, is its 
flexibility because the homes can 
be built as singles (typically 12 
feet wide), doubles (24 feet wide 
as a duplex), and camel backs (a 
single or double with a second
ftoor addition) . From these forms, 

10 www. residentia I architect. com residential architect I an aia magazine 



Guthrie adds, there can be many 
subtle variations. 

The first home, which Miletus 
hopes will achieve a LEED Plati
num rating, will be a 24-foot-wide 
market-rate model on a lot measur
ing just over 150 feet. Because of 
this, the firm says it was able to 
keep with the aesthetic of a tradi
tional single but go a little wider 
on one side (14 feet), while also 
having a couple of small rooms (10 
feet wide) on the side. The plan can 
have up to four bedrooms and will 
measure close to 1,800 square feet. 

Costs will vary and will be 
driven largely by finishes. The 
shotguns can be built small, simple, 
and bare bones in the $125 per 
square foot range, Guthrie says, or 
big and embellished for an upscale 
neighborhood, where the cost could 
go well over $200 per square foot. 

"These ingenious modular 
structures are substantial homes," 
Guthrie notes, "fully compli-
ant with current building codes 
and FEMA standards, offering a 
sustainable, permanent solution to 
the current and near-term housing 
needs of New Orleans."-nigelf 
maynard 

residential architect I may· june 2011 

Courtesy Miletus Group 

Recalling the past, this 
shotgun model home is a 
near-term housing solution 
for post-Hurricane Katrina 
New Orleans. 

www.residentialarchitect .com 11 
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AIAVOICES 
THE NAHB'S NEW BOARD CHAIRMAN, BOB NIELSON, CALLS ON ARCHITECTS TO 

ENGAGE THE MORTGAGE CRISIS 

Bob Nielson and the National Association of Home Builders represent 
more than 160,000 members across the United States. A 25-year 
veteran home builder from Reno, Nev ., Nielson has been on the front 
lines of affordable housing his entire career. Looking ahead, he thinks 
residential architecture is poised for some big changes, which will 
affect both how people live and how architects practice. 

LIKE OTHER SECTORS, IT WILL TAKE TIME FOR HOUSING TO 

rebound as we climb out of this recession. One advantage we 
have, however, is the design and innovation capability of the 
architectural community. Our member architects provide 
invaluable perspectives on design trends and construction both 
locally and at the national level. 

A recent NAHB survey shows some of the changes brought 
about by the recession. It indicates that smaller homes with 
lower prices and more green features will dominate the 
marketplace in the near future. Looking forward to 2015, 
builders expect homes to average around 2,150 square feet, or 
about 200 square feet less than at present. Generally, buyers will 
be looking for flexible spaces that can accommodate changing 
household configurations. The preferences of the aging Baby 
Boom generation will be a major factor. 

Architects and interior designers also play leading roles in 

some of our most visible programs. One initiative is The New 
American Home, a custom-designed show house constructed 
annually at the NAHB's International Builders ' Show to 
showcase innovative design. Member architects also serve on 
our Design Committee, which helps educate builders to improve 
residential design. 

In my view, the most important thing architects can do to 
help facilitate a recovery is support the NAHB's efforts to restore 
the flow of credit for acquisition, development, and construction 
(AD&C} financing to builders , and resolve the problem of 
appraisals that do not accurately reflect new home values. 
Largely as a result of the recession, credit for home building 
has dried up, and the use of foreclosures and distressed sales as 
comparables has resulted in appraisals that do not reflect a new 
home's unique qualities . 

It is also crucial that everyone in the housing sector supports 
the mortgage interest deduction and other housing- related 
deductions in the tax code. Eliminating or reducing these tax 
measures, as has been proposed, would have a devastating effect 
on homeowners and the housing market. However, the mortgage 
interest deduction and other housing -related deductions are 
likely to be in the crosshairs as Congress moves forward on 
budget and deficit reduction efforts. As told to Guy Horton. ID! 



AIADESIGN 
THE FUTURE OF RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE IN AN EVOLVING ECONOMY 

Rolling On 

A centenary storefront is 
transformed into an accessible 
live/work space 
BY BRENNEN JENSEN 

TYLER ENGLE, AIA, VIEWS THE I,600-SQUARE-FOOT SEATTLE 

storefront he renovated in 2007 as live/work space for real estate 
developer John Kucher and his wife, Tina Jacobsen, as a "little 
jewel box"-reimagined in a "scrappy and concise way." 

At first blush, the erstwhile drugstore would seem to have 
offered little for an architect to engage. It's essentially a box. 
But there were some challenges to coming up with a design. 
For one, Kucher is in a wheelchair, so the space needed to 
be accessible. He also had a large collection of modern art to 
accommodate. 

"Perhaps the biggest challenge was privacy, " Engle adds. 

"You have a storefront facing the street that 's only 8 feet from 
the curb ." 

For the owners, flexibility was an important factor. "We 
really wanted a space that was good for the two of us but could 
also accommodate a dinner party for eight or a big party of 40," 
Jacobsen says. 

Seattle's Tyler Engle Architects PS met these challenges 
head on, and the so-called scrappy redesign won the 2010 AIA/ 
HUD Housing Accessibility- Alan J. Rothman Award. 

The circa 1916 storefront, erected in the leafy Madrona 
neighborhood, had been awkwardly subdivided into offices 
sometime during the 1960s. Kucher bought it in 1985 and 
renovated it to serve as his company's home base . In 1990, he 
decided to work and live there, unceremoniously turning one of 
the offices into a bedroom and preparing meals on a kitchenette 
tucked in the rear. But when Kucher, a widower, proposed to 
Jacobsen in 2006, the bride-to -be found the impromptu bach
elor pad a clumsy fit for the sociable lifestyle they would pursue 
together. The kitchen, for starters, was barely functional and 
lacked counter space. This wasn't a home so much as an office 
suite with a bed in one corner. 

Engle's redesign was driven by three concepts. First, the 
main 18- foot-by -25 - foot living space was centered beneath 
a sizable 8- foot -by-12- foot skylight to give it the feel and 



function of a traditional courtyard house. 
"The skylight was already in place but had a 1980s-cute zig

gurat opening," Engle says. "We cleaned it up and splayed the 
opening to reflect light downward, and used the opening as the 
center of the courtyard space." He then worked with Kucher and 
Jacobsen to design the wall space around some of the large mod
em paintings in his collection. The bedroom and full bath at the 
building's rear sport clerestory windows to tap into the "court
yard's" daylight. A flush-mounted pivoting door can completely 
seal off this domestic area when entertaining. 

Several ideas were exchanged for the new kitchen (including 
keeping it at the building's rear) before Engle developed the con
cept of combining the kitchen and a powder room into a "service 
core," the dimensions of which suggest a shipping container. 
This "container" was then positioned between the storefront 
windows and the courtyard space to act as a privacy-enhancing 
buffer. It is clad on both sides with horizontal ipe boards, select
ed both for their warm color and their evocation of an exterior 
surface. Between this wooden wall and the front windows are a 
small office for Jacobsen and an entry hall/vestibule. 

"It dissolved the line between inside and outside," Engle 
says. "With this exterior siding material you feel like you don't 
really enter the house until you pass through the wood." 

To provide partial concealment of the now front-and-center 
kitchen, Engle's third major concept was placing steel plates on 
either end of the bar island and the main cooking area to func
tion as "blinders." Guests entering the living room pass by the 
kitchen vvithout noticing it. Meanwhile, as hostess, Jacobsen 
loves the configuration. "I never miss the action," she says. 

What of the accessibility requirements? These were handled 
with kid gloves. A new polished, charcoal-tinted concrete floor 
was laid, perfect for wheelchair mobility. The bathrooms feature 

Engle combined the kitchen and a 
powder room into a "service core," 
the dimensions of which suggest a 
shipping container. 

pocket doors to maintain interior maneuvering room. The master 
bath also sports his-and-her sinks mounted at appropriate levels 
within a concrete counter. 

"The whole idea was to accommodate without making a big 
deal about it," Engle says. 

And this is just the way Kucher, injured in an accident as a 
young man, wanted it. By his own admission, he is in a "kind of 
denial" about his condition and didn't want physical reminders 
of it in his home. 

A potential problem spot was Kucher's office in the rear 
comer of the building, where the demands of the elevation 
required the floor to be a few steps up from the main level. An 
interior 1:12 ramp would have been overtly noticeable and likely 
cut into the living room. Kucher deems motorized lifts as "slow, 
loud nuisances." The solution was simple: Kucher "commutes" 
to work by going out the front door and around the side of the 
building, where the sloping sidewalk serves as a ramp to a steps
free exterior office door. The trip even provides mental benefits, 
helping him separate work from home life. 

"Our focus was not merely accessibility," Engle says. "It was 
to provide a flexible space for a couple who has a great art collec
tion to live and entertain." ar:! 

AIAPERSPECTIVE 
THE BIG BAD WOLF AT OUR FRONT DOORS 

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT THE CHALLENGES FACING 

architects whose practice is residential design couldn't get worse, 
along comes a confounding variable-the weather. This past win
ter, communities as far apart as Berlin, Germany, and Berlin, N.H., 
endured major disruptions. Even Chicago's public schools had to 
close, something longtime residents of the Wmdy City could not 
recall. The culprit? Record cold and snow. 

Last May, Nashville saw some of its worst floods in history, and 
earlier this year great swaths of Australia resembled inland seas, 
as normally meandering rivers burst their banks. Vlhat once were 
called 100-year events clearly seem to be happening with disturb
ing regularity across the globe. Seen from one perspective, more 
severe weather is an argument for the flexibility and convenience 
of working at home. After all, if you don't have to go to an office, 
you avoid nightmarish commutes when the weather turns sour 
while the-environment reaps the bonus of less pollution as the fam
ily car sits idle in the garage. 

On second thought, what about the obvious fragility of our 
nation's electrical grid, brought down again and again by the in
creasing ferocity of storms? Working at home is not an option if the 
power is out and you're up on the roof feverishly shoveling snow 
to keep the roof from collapsing under the weight of a snowpack it 
wasn't designed for. 

If work at home is truly to replace or compete with the tradi
tional office, bold action is called for on a number of fronts. For the 
nation's utilities, bold action.means an unprecedented investment 
in a reliable and efficient national power grid, equally secure from 
the acts of nature and tei;rorists. For government, bold action means 
collaborating with the design and construction industry to draft 
building codes that anticipate, rather than react to, natural disasters. 

The contribution of architects is of a different sort. Confront
ing climate change represents a unique opportunity to expand an 
understanding of sustainable design to embrace the concept of 
survivability. It means designing structures that maintain criti
cal life support in the face of what are no longer extraordinary 
weather conditions. 

Will factoring survivability into the design of America's homes 
cost more? Probably so. Yet, once lower insurance premiums and 
the efficiencies of reduced energy consumption kick in, homeown -
ers are likely to see real savings. ll!l! 

Clark D. Manns, FAlA, 2011 President 
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a new family home sets an example for its community. 

t 
he design/build 
architects of Raleigh, 
N.C.-based Tonic 
Design are big on the 
synergies afforded 

by their way of producing 
buildings. Interweaving 
design and construc-
tion creates opportunities 
for improvisation, says 
principal designer Vincent 
Petrarca. "It's like jazz." 
The LEED for Homes-cer
tified GREEN ville House in 
Greenville, N.C., demon
strates the power of such 
synergies, not only between 
design and construction, 
but also between modern
ism and sustainability. 

The owners envisioned 
the house as an alternative 
model for their architectur
ally conservative commu
nity, Petrarca says. They 
favored modernist design, 

"and they had researched 
solar and geothermal from 
the beginning." They also 
planned the house as a long
term family residence, and 
one of their requirements
children 's bedrooms on the 
second floor-influenced 
the building's pinwheel-like 
footprint. The two-story 
section "creates a lot of 
shadow," Petrarca notes. To 
maximize solar exposure, 
"the building stretches away 
from itself." Petrarca and 
project designer Katherine 
Hogan developed a system 
of aluminum rooftop "trays" 
that support photovoltaic 
and solar thermal panels and 
tum down at the roof's edge 
for window shading. (Solar 
thermal collectors supply 
the house's hot water; when 
completed, the photovoltaic 
array is projected to meet 
60 percent of its electrical 
load.) The house's low
maintenance shell combines 
brick-, red cedar-, and zinc
cladding in an interlocking 
composition that blurs tra-

www . resi dentia I architect . com 

Rooftop "trays" constitute mounting brackets for solar panels and 
shading devices for windows (top). Narrow wings provide natural light, 
views, and ventilation (above), and clerestory glazing emphasizes the 
height of the living area (left). 

ditional distinctions among 
foundation , walls, and roof. 

Features such as sus
tainably harvested woods, 
a geothermal heat pump 
HVAC system, and rainwater 
harvesting presented a learn
ing opportunity for sub
contractors unfamiliar with 
LEED-or with the EPA's 
Energy Star and Indoor Air 
Plus programs, with which 
the project also complied. 

"Our cabinetmaker will now 
offer, to us and to any other 
customer, a 'LEED option' 
with low-VOC finishes and 
sustainable woods," Hogan 
reports. "The HVAC com
pany, the plumber, the land
scape installer ... everyone 
who worked on the project 
can now say they 've done 
a LEED house. It becomes 
transformative."-bruce d. 
snider 
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1. SHERWIN-WILLIAMS. 

P. 
For more information, visit 
sherwin-williams.com. 

Sherwin-Williams: Your Brand Leader For 
Quality Coatings That Deliver Superior Results 

Since the introduction of BUILDER magazine's 
Brand Use Study, Sherwin-Williams has 
consistently ranked highest as the preferred 
paint and coatings brand. The company is 
proud to once again be recognized in 2011 as 
the No. 1 used and preferred brand for paints, 
stains and varnishes, and to be ranked highest 
in product quality. 

Dedicated to helping builders succeed with 
products, services and programs that exceed 
expectations, Sherwin-Williams is a one-stop 
resource for paints and coatings that get the 
job done right. 

Green Solutions 
Sherwin-Williams is committed to offering the 
most comprehensive selection of paints that 
deliver maximum performance and reduced 
environmental impact. Offering solutions 
for a variety of performance and budget 
requirements , the company now offers an 
enhanced formulation for Harmony®-one of its 
most popular green coatings-and has added 
a complete line of ProMar® 200 Zero VOC* 
paints as well as EcoSelect™, a budget-friendly 
option for new construction . 

For more green solutions, visit swgreenspecs.com. 

Product Innovation 
Sherwin-Williams is always exploring new 
ways to introduce innovations that feature 
advanced technology and deliver unique 
solutions to get jobs done faster and with 
outstanding results. 

With floor-to-ceiling solutions, builders can 
turn to new offerings to keep their projects 
covered. New Brilliance® ceiling paint provides 
effortless one-coat coverage, time-saving self
priming performance and a bright-white finish . 
Sherwin-Williams new Faux Impressions™ 

. Specialty Finishes collection, formulated with 
best-in-class technology and available in 
hundreds of color combinations, helps builders 
differentiate their new homes. 

Builders' One-Stop Source 
Sherwin-Williams offers single sourcing for 
quality paints, floor coverings, wallcoverings, 
window treatments, equipment and supplies. 
With 3,300 stores, 1.400 representatives and 
a team of National Account Executives, no 
other paint supplier is better prepared to assist 
builders today. 

Sherwin-Williams has the coating needs of 
builders covered-just ask. 

* Some colors may not be zero VOC after tinting with conventional colorants. 

Go to http://resarch.hotims.com for more info 



k+ b studio 
bath: 
containment strategy 

Like the house's kitchen, the Wood Block 
. &esidence master bath "treats the casework 

as a block that can define programmatic 
spaces," says architect Lisa Chadbourne. 
White lacquer cabinets describe a hook shape 
in plan, separating the bath from the master 
bedroom and enfolding a dressing room that 
is open to the bathing area. A toilet compart
ment serves as the boundary between the 
bath and the house's public areas. With doors 
opening on both sides, it doubles as a powder 
room. "It's not a large house, so sharing the 
powder with the master is an efficient way to 
handle them," she explains. 

The cedar-paneled ceiling flows uninter
rupted from the kitchen, broken here by a 
skylight large enough to afford a view of 
the Pacific Northwest's "drama of changing 

cloudscape," Chad
bourne says. Below the 
ceiling plane, Chad
bourne and partner 
Daren Doss, AIA, 
maximized reflected 
light with a white-on
white palette of acrylic 
cement floors, acrylic 
cement plaster walls, 
lacquered cabinets, 
and stone-composite 
counters.-b.d.s. 

White wall surfaces, cabinetry, 
and counters maximize reflected 
daylight. A cedar ceiling ties the 
bath to the house's public areas. 

20 www. res id en ti a I architect. com 

resources: cabinets: Boloni; 

countertops: Caesarstone; flooring: 

Milestone; paints/stains: Cabot, 

Sherwin-Williams; plumbing fit

ings: Vola; plumbing fixtures: Dura

vit, Hastings, Newform; skylights/ 

roof windows: Crystalite 
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products 

spring showers 

A large square showerhead tops off the DrearnLine shower column, which 

boasts the amenities of a home spa in a clean-lined aluminum panel. Using 

the three-position diverter, bathers can direct water flow to six adjustable 

body massage sprays, a multifunction hand shower, or the self-cleaning 

7-inch overhead rain shower. A built-in thermostatic valve keeps the water 

temperature from fluctuating , and all visible plumbing fixtures come in a 

chrome finish . Bath Authority, 866.731.8378; www.dreamlineshowers.com. 

high light 
The Memory XXS spotlight, designed by Lucio de Majo, 
emits direct and indirect light, diffusing rays through a 
clear glass shade anchored to the ceiling by a chrome base. 
The lamp measures 2.8 inches in diameter, 4.3 inches in 
length, and holds a 12-volt halogen lamp with a 2,000-
hour life, the firm says. A suspension version drops the 
light 72.8 inches from the ceiling. de Majo Illurninazione, 
+39.041.57.29.617; www.demajoillurninazione.com. 
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shedding borders 
with the economic recovery stuck in low gear, u.s. architects are looking overseas for commissions. 

by cheryl weber, leed ap 

t 
he call to Seattle 
architect Jim Olson, 
F AIA, in 2004 came 
out of the blue. It was 
a Hong Kong busi

nessman wanting to com
mission a lavish villa for 
him and his wife. How did 
they find him? As Olson, 
founding partner of Olson 
Kundig Architects, tells it, 
the couple had spent a year 
researching architects inde
pendently of one another. 
At the end of that year, both 
had bookmarked an Olson
designed house in San Fran
cisco. "Publications seem to 
be a very important part of 
our getting noticed outside 
the U.S.," Olson says. "One 
was an international maga
zine, another was a book of 
architect-designed houses. 
The other was a Midwest 
Airlines magazine the 
husband happened to see on 
a plane." 

From that project came 
other Hong Kong com
missions, and then Korean 
clients began calling. One 
was a large architecture firm 
asking Olson Kundig to 
collaborate on a design com
petition entry, which sub
sequently won. Among the 
fum's cmTent work in Asia 
are two prototype houses for 
a high-end residential devel
opment, an office building, 
and a cultural facility. The 

residential architect I may 

timing was fortuitous. "Our 
clients in Korea and Hong 
Kong were going strong in 
2009 and 2010," Olson says, 
while the American econo
my languished. 

By plan or by chance, 
Olson Kundig is among a 
growing number of small to 
mid-sized fums whose work 
in other countries is helping 
to sustain them as our own 
economy struggles to its 

june 2011 

Dan Page 

feet. Some are quietly capi
talizing on the international 
relationships they've been 
building for decades. Others 
are tapping into construction 
sprees in China, India, and 
the United Arab Emirates 
that began in the mid-2000s. 
Although large offices have 
long cultivated global rela
tionships, it's only relatively 
recently that residential 
building booms abroad have 

opened a pipeline of op
portunities for smaller U.S. 
practices-just in time, too. 

an open door 
"It's been the thing that 

saves us through this period; 
otherwise our staff would be 
down to bare bones," says 
Jeffrey Heller, FAIA, presi
dent of San Francisco-based 
Heller Manus Architects. 

continued on page 25 
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The firm made its first foray 
into Asia in 2004, when 
Heller was invited to give a 
talk in Seoul, South Korea. 
After the conference he 
hopped over to Shanghai 
and was astounded by what 
he saw: a vast constrnction 
landscape of modem villas 
and flashy high-rises, fueled 
by the migration of hun
dreds of millions of people 
from farms to cities. 

"In 2004, the U.S. 
economy was going great; 
we had no reason to go to 
China, but what was hap
pening was clearly historic, 
and I was determined we'd 
get engaged," says Heller, 
who, along with CEO and 
cunent AIA president Clark 
D. Manus, FAIA, heads an 
office of 20 to 30 employ
ees. Heller networked his 
way to the first commis
sion. A Chinese-American 
architect he'd known in San 
Francisco introduced him to 
the large architecture office 
in Shanghai that continues 
to be Heller Manus ' main 
partner there. Last year, 
two-thirds of the firm's 
work was in China, where it 
has one full-time employee. 

Not only is there 
plenty of constrnction in 
China, but much of it is 
fast-tracked , compared 
with the grinding pace of 
entitlement and financing 
that plagues U.S. projects. 
Heller blames bureau
cracy as much as the Great 
Recession for choking off 
stateside commissions, 
especially in California. 
" It takes from three to six 
years to get projects done 
here, whereas in China 

continued on page 27 

the china connection 

f 
rom its San Francisco base and a Shanghai sat

ellite, Heller Manus Architects does more than 

half of its work in China. But, says principal 

Jeffrey Heller, FAIA, business dealings are a lot 

more complicated than in the U.S. Donna Li , a 

senior partner at the AllBright Law Office, Shanghai , 

which helps Heller Manus navigate the bureaucracy, 

offers this advice for firms with their eye on China. 

What major challenges do American architects face 

when doing business in China? 

Business dealings in China face far more supervi

sion and government control than in the U.S. Ameri

can firms who want to set up a China office must 

apply to the Chinese authorities for approvals, or face 
severe fines for doing unpermitted business. Tax and 

foreign currency controls are the other major issues, 

and have a direct impact on profitability-even for 

architects without offices there. Only after the relevant 

tax is paid can money be exchanged from renminbi to 

U.S. dollars and wired out of China. 

What kinds of contracts should be in place? 

Usually a retainer agreement between an American 

architect and the Chinese client will suffice. Due to 

the differences in language and legal systems, AIA 

contracts need to be localized and translated before 

use. American architects may also need to adopt their 

clients ' contract documents, which are required in 

certain regions. 

What legal recourse does an American architect have 

if something goes wrong? 

You can bring a case of contractual breach to a 

competent People's Republic of China court. If the 

retainer agreement contains an arbitration clause, the 

architect can submit the case to an arbitral tribunal 

either inside or outside China. Compared to courts, 

arbitral tribunals are generally regarded as more con
venient and efficient. A number of arbitral tribunals in 
China, such as the China International Economic and 
Trade Arbitration Commission, have adopted English 

as a working language. 

Any cultural differences related to business we should 

know about? 

There are few, actually. In our experience, Chinese 
clients usually respect architects' ideas more than 
American clients do, which gives architects more 
freedom to experiment.-c. w. 
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YES, 

things are accomplished 
in one-quarter the time," 
he says. "That's having an 
enormous impact on the 
profession. In my view, 
they've found a path to 
success that we 've lost. 
They 're where we were in 
the 1950s and 1960s." 

That's good news for 
many out-of-work firms. 
But why hire foreigners, 
when the Chinese could do 
the work quickly and for 
less money? What clients 
want, many say, is big
concept, abstract thinking, 
which they associate with a 
Western approach. What's 
more, often that translates 
to dream commissions that 
leave budget issues oddly 
out of the picture, offering 
architects an artistic freedom 

they haven't experienced 
since they were students. 

One example of how 
different business dealings 
in Asia are from the typical 
American commission is 
Ehrlich Architects ' work 
on the Taipei Towers in 
Taiwan. The Culver City, 
Calif. , firm was asked to 
design the exteriors of five 
residential buildings rang
ing from 12 to 20 stories. 

"The client requested a 
modem, uplifting design 
for this up-and-corning 
area," says Ehrlich principal 
Takashi Yanai, AIA, "and 
we wanted to bring our 
Southern California indoor
outdoor sensibility to the 
project. It was clear the 
developers were focused 
on achieving very high per-

WE CHOOSE SPANISH CERAMIC 

"it takes fr01n three to six years to 

get projects done here, whereas in 

china things are accomplished in 

one-quarter of the time." 

square-meter prices rather 
than just bottom-line goals. 
Sales targets often entered 
into the design discus
sion, but construction costs 
rarely did." 

That's because labor 
is less expensive in that 
part of the world, and U.S. 
architects are valued for 
their creativity, not their 
project management skills, 
says David Jameson, FAIA, 

-jeffrey heller, faia 

who runs a small firm 
in Alexandria, Va. He's 
designed three houses in 
Dubai and is working on a 
25,000-square-foot house in 
Hanoi, Vietnam. "I got the 
call from Dubai on a Friday 
afternoon and thought it was 
a college roommate playing 
a prank," he remembers. 

For the Hanoi proj-
ect, Jameson was given 

continued on page 28 

Yes, we choose Spanish ceramic tiles because of the industry's commitment to the environment, its ongoing teclmological 
innovation and its modern design. In an increasingly competitive marketplace the Spanish ceramic tile industry's 
distinguishing features are its creativity and constant technological innovation. -

1111 Tile of Spain, a quality product that brings you new trends, applications and architectural uses to create spaces with a more 
human dimension. Why don't you go for Spanish tiles too? tile of spain· 
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a program outline from 
a local architect hired by 
the owner, a Vietnamese 
entrepreneur. He asked 
for a modern, ideas-driven 
house but gave no clue as 
to construction budget. 
Starting with a blank can
vas is "hard, but liberat
ing," Jameson says. "If you 
think of architecture as a 
unique situational aesthetic 
created through pressures, 
it becomes harder to pin 
down a direction. But the 
lack of constraints means 
more freedom." 

Still, there were clashing 
cultural overlays. The first 
concepts had to be modified 
to accommodate feng shui 
principles, such as a second
ary entryway behind the 
front door. And the absence 
of cost discussions didn't 
mean the client wasn' t bud
get-conscious--disconcert
ingly so. "You show them 
the real thing, and they want 
to find a company in Taiwan 
to knock it off," Jameson 
says. "Their attitude was, 
whatever you draw, we 
can make it happen for the 
number we need." 

Payment can be touch
and-go, too. The Dubai 
houses weren ' t built, 
and the client still owes 
Jameson money. "They 've 
honored the close-out 
agreement and continue to 
send money, but sporadi
cally, and in small incre
ments," he says. "It's a bit 
Wild West-like." 

building 
relationships 

Foreign work is a leap of 
uust. Distance is disturbing 
when a client goes quiet, 

and there may be little legal 
recourse if a project evapo
rates midstream. Those 
scenarios crossed Seattle 
architect Stuart Silk's mind 
when the agent for a large 
Chinese corporation asked 
him to design nine of the 80 
luxury homes at Zhongkai 
Sheshan Villas, outside 
Shanghai. The agent had 
seen Silk's work while tour
ing a gated community in 
Palm Springs, Calif. 

"There's no linear· way 
to check out these com
panies, but you can get a 
sense of their viability by 
looking at work they've 
done," says Silk, AIA, 
founding principal of Silk 
Architects. "My rule was to 
do no work without getting 
paid in advance. We spent 
more time on the payment 
schedules than on anything 
else. In the U.S. we bill 
monthly, but in China it's 
task-based. You send PDF's 
but not AutoCAD files until 
the money is in the bank." 

Car·eful networking can 
prevent ho1rnr stories of ar
chitects left holding the bag. 
The Atlanta firm Mack Sco
gin Merrill Elam Architects, 
which designed four of the 
Zhongkai Sheshan Villas, 
was invited in by a reputable 
colleague. Other recogniz
able names on the team also 
reassured the architects that 
the project was legitimate. 

Another major fac-
tor was in their favor, 
too: Foreign architects in 
China assume little or no 
liability because construc
tion drawings are done by 
a local design institute. 
Yet inevitably that means 

continued on page 30 
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relinquishing some design 
control, an issue that prin
cipals Menill Elam, AIA, 
and Mack Scogin, AIA, 
resolved up front. "We had 
decided that our designs 
would be strong enough to 
sustain that loose fit," Elam 
says. "We built in a certain 
amount of flexibility about 
how all the details might 
be executed. And they were 
good about asking for clar
ification when they didn' t 
understand the intent." 

Elam has found that the 
biggest difference working 
in Asia is how buildings 
are constructed. A labor
rich market means clients 
aren't looking for off-the
shelf products. They want 
architectural sizzle, and 
have the manpower to make 
innovative concrete forms 
that would be prohibitively 
expensive here. That's also 
true in India, she says, 
where the firm has designed 
multifamily housing-now 
on hold-outside Hyder
abad for the emerging 
middle class. 

"There's a lot of residen
tial activity at the moment 
in India," agrees Suman 
Sorg, FAIA, principal of 
Sorg Architects in Wash
ington, D.C. "We hope it 's 
not a bubble." Her mid-size 
practice has pursued U.S. 
State Department work 
abroad since startup. But 
the gush of private-sector 
work in India is new and 
has filled a void since 2008, 
when those commissions 
dried up locally. A New 
York-based developer is 
keeping the firm busy with 
projects such as the Grand 
Arch outside New Delhi, 

which includes 900 units of 
middle-class multifamily 
housing in high-rise and 
mid-rise buildings. 

As in China, India is 
creating towns from whole 
cloth. Sorg is thrilled to 
avoid the Nimbyism com
mon in Washington, where 
neighbors balk at the idea 
of modern inse1tions and 
try to influence design, 
not always positively. The 
work there, too, is less 
budget-driven than in the 
United States. Although 
Grand Arch's first phase 
was in planning during the 
global market meltdown, 
the developer held the line, 
intent on spending what was 
necessary to create a buzz. 
"The client didn't make the 
units smaller or cheapen the 
price," Sorg says. "It arrived 
on the market in 2009, and 
there was a lot of w01Ty it 
might be too high a price 
point. But it got a lot of pub
licity, and everything sold in 
48 hours." 

Sorg Architects is 
confident enough that this 
past September it opened a 
New Delhi office. Not only 
will the 10 or so employees 
be available to manage 
projects through build-
out, but Sorg sees this as a 
long-term investment. "At 
the moment it's not for the 
sake of profit, but to have 
managers from America 
train Indian staff," she 
explains. "We are getting 
graduates from an MIT sis
ter university, training them 
to support us in projects all 
over the world." 

Networking-the basis 
of any ongoing marketing 

continued on page 32 
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effort-is a more expen
sive proposition overseas. 
The managers travel back 
and forth every five weeks, 
and Sorg, a native of India, 
has an advantage over her 
Ame1ican competitors. 
"Clients like the fact that I 
have their sensibilities," she 
says. "I understand privacy 
issues in apartments, where 
you have in-laws living with 
you-all the things I experi
enced growing up." 

natural the business fit. 
For San Francisco-based 
House + House Architects, 
that bright spot is Mexico, 
where principals Steven and 
Cathi House are grateful to 
find almost half their work 
these days. Many of those 
commissions come from 
another social force: Ameri
can baby boomers wanting 
to retire or vacation where 
the cost of living is low. 

"we 're interested in how one designs a 

building that's culturally relevant, yet 

modern and embracing new technologies 

and global agendas of sustainability.'' 

global 
neighborhood 

The world may be get
ting smaller, but when the 
economy goes down in one 
pocket of the globe, it's 
thriving in another. And the 
deeper the emotional ties to 
a particular place, the more 

For the Houses, who've 
been working in Mexico 
since the 1990s, market
ing consists of little more 
than making friends during 
their stays in San Miguel 
de Allende, where they've 
built two houses for them
selves, one a rental. They 
recently broke ground on a 
house for a Massachusetts 

couple they met on the 
street. Steven House, AIA, 

recalls, "We overheard this 
nice couple talking about 
where to have lunch. We 
started chatting, and invited 
them to our house later that 
afternoon. A few months 
later, they decided to retire 
there." The rental house is a 
subtle way to attract clients. 
And their personal home, a 
fixture on the city's Sunday 

A SUB-FLOOR YOU CAN STAND ON - AND BEHIND. 
Add value to your builds without spending more or cutting corners. Pinnacle premium sub-flooring is 

engineered to save you money without sacrificing profitability, efficiency or quality - and it comes with 

the right no-sand guarantee for today's builder. Pinnacle is a National Green Building Standard Green 

Approved Product and is produced with chain of custody certified fiber from sustainably managed forests. 

Visit plnnacleOSB.com for a dealer near you. Go to http://resarch.hotims.com for more info 

-Steven ehrlich. faia 

house and garden tour, also 
draws tourists. 

By now, the Houses are 
fully immersed in the local 
culture. Cathi House, who's 
become fluent in Spanish, 
spent a week interviewing 
20 local builders for their 
first project, and the one 
she chose has constructed 
all 19 homes they've de
signed there. Construction 

continued on page 34 
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drawings are in Spanish, 
and they're close friends 
with blacksmiths, stone 
masons, carpenters, and 
the local bank manager. In 
fact, their deepening inter
est in the region inspired 
their latest project: a study 
abroad program, partnering 
with American architecture 
schools including Virginia 
Tech, where the couple 
met. The school they're 
building beside their home 
is slated to receive its first 
students next summer. 

Steven Ehrlich, FAIA, 
traces his international 
awareness to his Peace 
Corps work in Morocco in 
the 1970s. For years, his 
firm bas been developing a 
philosophy of multicultural 
modernism. "We're inter
ested in bow one designs 
a building that's culturally 
relevant, yet modern and 
embracing new technolo
gies and global agendas of 
sustainability," be says. And 
as tantalizing as the so-far
elusive China commission 
seems, he says he'd turn 

down work that compromis
es his design ideals. "I can't 
tell you how many times 
we've been asked to be in a 
paid competition in main
line China, and they pick 
the French chateau from 
someone else," he says. 

That sounds a lot like the 
U.S. Working anywhere is 
a matter of identifying the 
right fit. Architects who can 
do it find that the work has 
value beyond a recession
ary strategy. Says Olson, 
"It's expanding my neigh
borhood out into the world. 
We're making all kinds of 
new lifelong friends." ra 
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by cheryl weber, leed ap 

desai/chia architecture 
practices the art of 

urban 
interventionists 

subtraction and insertion, 
light and delight. 

Inspired by artists such as Donald 
Judd and Robert Irwin, Arjun Desai 
and Katherine Chia's urban work 
uses light to shape space and define 
volume. 

www. residentialarchitect.com 

rjun Desai and Katherine 
Chia, AIA, are urban to 
the core. The man·ied 

... ,,,,,.,.. architects live with their 
two young children in Manhattan 
and work in a seventh floor studio on 
a narrow street near Madison Square 
Park. The room's white walls are 
punctuated by blocks of color, and 
a George Nelson cigar lamp hangs 
over a conference table holding 
exquisitely crafted models. Those 
models-mostly weekend getaways 
for their city clients-are of single
family-homes, but they ' re quietly 
cross-pollinated with urban ideas the 
pair has spent 15 years perfecting. 

Since its launch in 1996, Desai/ 
Chia Architecture's focus has been 
on finding creativity in the city 's 
constrained spaces, but building in 
New York offers a framework for 
how to approach design just about 
anywhere. Limited to what an exist
ing building offers, Desai and Chia 
are forced to be inventive about how 
they organize space and technical 
infrastructure. They 're working 
back and forth between the big con-

cept-creating dual-purpose spaces 
that flow but feel intimate, get-
ting the most from the mechanical 
systems-and the fine grain. What 

·materials lend texture and warmth 
to windowless rooms? How do you 
brighten up dim interiors, and what 
fixtures will produce the best-qual
ity light to express the architecture, 
almost like a painting? 

Video installation artist and 
lighting designer Christine Sciulli 
is a frequent collaborator and fan. 
"They're incredibly curious, always 
pushing a material to its limit," says 
the New York-based Sciulli. "A 
lot of what we do together is play 
with light, using different materials 
to mock things up. What happens 
when daylight turns to dusk and the 
artificial light takes over? When the 
lights are turned on in one place, 
how does it affect adjacent spaces?" 

light craft 
Consider the 4,000-square-foot in
dust:J.ial loft in Madison Square that 
Chia and Desai adapted for a family 

continued on page 38 
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Photos: Paul Warchol 

Inside the Madison Square 
loft, compact cores 
containing the private 
zones- kitchen/storage and 
bathrooms-are wrapped in 
light and textural materials, 
allowing the public spaces 
to flow around them. The 
slats on the media wall can 
be tilted manually to brighten 
the living area. 
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At Cooper Square (below), spun alumi
num dome cutouts define the dining area 
and hide drainage pipes coming from 
the roof. Dimmable xenon fixtures create 
an even wash of light. In the bath, light 
bounces through the offset slats of wood
and-glass skin. 

Paul Warchol 

www. resid en ti a I architect. com 

of four. Into the cavernous footprint 
they inserted two perpendicular 
wood-and-glass cores that light up 
the living zones. One defines the 
kitchen and storage area, another 
serves as a media wall and houses 
the baths. Both volumes are wrapped 
in vertical wood planks that stop 
shy of the high ceiling, implying a 
clerestory like that of a single-family 
home. Light also filters through the 
kitchen core's offset ash slats, and 
those outside the bath can be tilted 
manually to emit more or less light. 

These subtly ingenious moves dif
ferentiate the lit spaces from those in 
shadow, and they were meticulously 
studied in full- size mock-ups. "For 
the wood core system, we wanted 
to see how much light would come 
through the slats, explore the oper
ability of the planks and their overall 
proportion, and the texture and 
patterning of the wood," Chia says. 
"In the glass mock-ups we looked 
at different densities of acid etching 
and various angles so the light would 
refract and reflect off the surface." 
She's referring to the master bath's 
glass wall panels, which are angled 
to produce a precise level of translu
cency and a luminous green hue. 

"We tend to look at architecture 
that is simpler and dematerialized, 
so that space and light can flow," 
Desai says. Growing up in Chan
digarh, India, he was influenced 
by Le Corbusier's early Modernist 
buildings, the intense sunlight, and 
the use of jali as room dividers that 
sift air and light. "We don' t stress 
form for form's sake," he says. "That 
hasn 't been om philosophy." 

New York's arts culture embraces 
their enthusiasm for multidisci
plinary design, and their obsession 
with materials . The couple found 
jobs here after graduating from 
the MIT School of Architecture + 
Planning in 1991 . Desai did his
toric preservation work for Swanke 
Hayden Connell. Chia, who has 

a fine arts undergraduate degree, 
joined Maya Lin 's studio, where she 
learned to shape materials by hand. 

creature comforts 
The pair's tactile sensibility results 
in an approach that juxtaposes the 
ethereal with finishes that are built 
to last. There are elongated bedroom 
doors, and a hall wall, wrapped 
in dark-colored laminate, which 
reflects light and resists fingerprints. 
In one loft bath, back-painted glass 
counterpoints a wall of penny-round 
tiles. In another, thin, linear wall 
tiles respond to the original white 
terra-cotta patterns in relic structural 
columns. "The urban environment 
has a strong history," Chia says. 
"We feel like archaeologists, uncov
ering things and blending the new 
with the patina of the old." 

Recess Lav, a resin sink with an 
integrated backsplash and medicine 
cabinet, embodies the blend of prac
ticality and expressiveness at the 
heart of their endeavors. Produced 
and distlibuted by AF New York, the 
clean sheath slips seamlessly into 
a compact bath, projecting just 12 
inches when tucked into a stud wall. 

Desai and Chia have found 
that the quirky challenges of city 
dwellings-doubling up functions 
in the workhorse parts of the home, 
lighting the dark zones, and cleverly 
layering spaces to keep them visu
ally connected-transcend location 
and project type. "We've learned 
to be efficient in floor plan layout, 
so in new construction we're not 
automatically jumping to bigger is 
better," Chia says. 

"We've tried to be consistent in 
what we do, dealing with light and 
issues of openness and transparen
cy," Desai agrees. "We've been very 
conscious about how our work holds 
together as a whole." It is a par
ticularly relevant expression, given 
today's focus on setting limits, and 
on quality over carte blanche. ra 
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Various lighting options-uplighting, downlight
ing, recessed-are used to set moods and expand 
the space for large gatherings, or bring it close for 
smaller ones. 
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by meghan qruedingJ 
oruce d. snider, ana 

nigel f. maynard 

1ve war 
streamlining life into one container raises design opportunities 
while narrowing carbon footprint. 

An operable, interior garage door 
separates the painting studio from 
the living room and emphasizes the 
home's loftlike quality. 

www . r esidential architect. com 

artistic value 

t
he client for this Whidbey Island, Wash., weekend 
house, Judy Geist, possesses a multitude of talents. 
As a Philadelphia Orchestra violist who has ties to the 
Pacific Northwest music community, Geist enjoys host
ing chamber music concerts at home. And she also is 

an accomplished painter. When Brett Webber, AIA, LEED AP, 
signed on as her architect, she asked him to create a space that 
could accommodate both of her passions. 

The boxy, modern house feels like a loft inside, with open 
spaces gathered around a central fireplace. On the north end, 
Webber and his team placed a double-height painting studio, 
basing its proportions on those of a studio he and Geist have 
admired at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 
Philadelphia. Homasote, the fiberboard surface often used in 
artists' workspaces, covers the lower half of the walls . The 
upper walls are dominated by a large, mostly translucent 
north window and an oversized interior shutter (made from a 
standard hollow-core door) that closes and opens over an east
facing , clear-glass window. 

Webber knew early on that Geist would sometimes need 
separation from her studio. "Part of the artist's dilemma is 
that you create chaos, and sometimes you want to leave that 
chaos," he says. He and contractor Jeff Hanson jury-rigged a 

continued on page 42 
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µroiec size. ;!,:J square teet 

site size: 0.4 acre 

construction cost: Withheld 

photography: Benjamin Benschneider, 
except where noted 
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live/work 

Sculptor Agelio Batie 
located his work 
table near the front 
door of his studio 
{above), purposely 
within view of side
walk passers-by. The 
workspace occupies 
the entire ground 
floor (right). 

44 www . residentialarchitect.com 

standard garage door inside the opening that divides the studio 
from the main living area, covering the side facing the living 
room with a wood panel. The setup takes advantage of the 
room's extra height and avoids creating clutter on the floor. 

family 
business 

enerations of Americans grew up 
"living over the store," but Agelio 
and Delia Batle encountered some 
obstacles in pursuing that model 
for their family. "They looked long 

and hard for a building that would have the po
tential for mixed use," says principal architect 
Ned White, eventually locating a San Fran
cisco building that seemed perfectly situated. 
Project architect Antje Paiz notes, "Everything 
uphill from their house is residential, and 
downhill everything becomes light commer
cial." Remodeled to balance both commercial 
and domestic concerns, the building houses 
such a rich and vital family life that it makes us 
wonder why we don' t all live this way. 

The family business, Batle Studio, produces 
art objects for sale in museum stores around 
the world. And while the Batles do not cater to 
a retail trade, "They really wanted to be part of 
the neighborhood," Paiz says. Accordingly, the 
building's new fa<;:ade telegraphs its dual char
acter, softening the edge of its corrugated metal 
siding with red cedar trim. Welded plate-steel 
planter boxes step downhill along the fa<;:ade ; a 
cedar-paneled entry with a steel I-beam awning 
above invites passers-by to the gallery area that 
occupies the front of the workspace. Inside, a 
stained topping slab covers the existing con
crete floor, stretching through an open volume 
that contains studio, production, shipping, 
office, and kitchen areas . 

A stair accessible from both the studio and 
the street leads to the family's second-floor 
apartment. At 1,000 square feet, living space 
is modest for a family of four, but the owners 
opted not to expand the existing space. "They 
wanted something that felt humble, not some
thing that looked like a modem loft," Paiz notes . 

continued on page 46 
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project: Live Work Residence, San Francisco 

architect: McCoppin Studios, San Francisco 

general contractor: McCoppin Construction, 

San Francisco 

project size: 2,817 square feet 

site size: 0.06 acre 

construction cost: $IS I per square foot 

photography: Puliatti Photographic 
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"Cost was a factor, but it wasn't the vibe that 
they wanted." The plan concentrates space in a 
kitchen/dining/family room that stretches the 
width of the building and overlooks the street. 
The owners' penchant for found objects shows 
in the live-edge continuous sill of the room's 
three windows and in the collage of antique 
furniture pieces that fills an adjacent comer. 
A four-riser difference in floor elevation helps 
separate the front room from the apaitment's 
single bath and its two compact bedrooms, sized 
for sleeping rather than hanging out. 

In any case, and according to plan, life 
routinely overflows into the workspace below. 
"Delia runs the business side of the operation, 
and very often the kids are downstairs dong 
homework or art projects," White observes. 
After hours, the studio is available as a home 
theater, getaway space, or party room. As a 
result, while the building supports a thriv-
ing commercial operation, it is the household 
upstairs that sets the tone. Even in work ai·eas 
during work hours , White says, "There's really 
a family atmosphere."-b.d.s. 
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De Leon & Primmer Architecture Workshop turned aban
doned city Jots into light-filled office space for its firm and 
sleek living quarters for the partners. The large shutters 
and elongated bench (above) are gestures to the street. 

www .re sidentialarchitect.com 

inside job 
he architectural canon is filled with great 
projects that flourished despite limitations. For 
Roberto de Leon, AIA, LEED AP, and M. Ross 
Primmer, AIA, principals of De Leon & Prim
mer Architecture Workshop in Louisville, Ky., 

a small budget helped the firm create a light-filled 
office space with enough room to accommodate liv
ing quarters for the principals and an apartment for 
summer interns. 

De Leon and Primmer set out to find commercial 
office space in an existing building, but they changed 
course and instead sought a vacant lot to build some
thing new. "It was a very pragmatic decision," Prim
mer says. "We looked at a lot of buildings but none 
seemed to fit." But even this plan had problems
mainly, a meager $230,000 to spend. As a result, the 
duo (with the bank's encouragement) decided that 
a live/work project was the only way to make the 
endeavor financially feasible. 

A long search yielded three narrow lots in the 
city's Gallery District, a downtown neighborhood 
made up of a diverse mixture of building types . "Po
sitioned mid-block, the project site is located among 
clapboard shotgun homes, brick mixed-use store
fronts, and an early century firehouse complex," de 
Leon says. The building had to fit within the frame
work of the budget, de Leon explains, so it "couldn' t 
be more straightforward." 

The firm used common pole-barn construction 
for economy, with pressure-treated wood framing 
arranged on a standard 12-foot column grid and 
corrugated metal siding. "It was a way to make the 
project viable," de Leon says. The ground floor 
features an office, wood shop, and a guest suite for 
summer interns, while the second level houses two 
one-bedroom condos-one for each partner. Prim
mer explained that the intern apartment is important 
for attracting talent. "We may not be able to compete 
with the bigger cities, but a free room can offset a 
lower salary," he says. 

To manage the budget, the partners used common 
off-the-shelf materials and simple finishes that in

continued on page 50 
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Alternating bands of gloss 
and matte white paint on 
the walls of the ground
level office bounce and 
reflect light, while fixtures 
made from circular 
fluorescent bulbs and 
contractor-grade porcelain 
sockets add a botanical 
touch. 



live/work 

Natural light filters into all 
interior work and living 
spaces thanks to large 
glass openings and stark 
white walls. 

elude drywall and white paint. In a stroke of modest 
detailing, the firm selected circular fluorescent light 
tubes mounted to contractor-grade porcelain sockets 
as a nod to flowering trees in the courtyard. To fit 
within the simple volume, the firm shifted the floor 
framing in height to interlock spaces volumetrically 
without increasing framing spans. "Light is the big
gest luxury," Primmer says. "We took a simple barn 
shape and sculpted apertures to get light." 

The building is located in a vibrant neighbor-
hood with restaurants, art studios, and galleries. As a 
gesture to this vibe, the firm inserted a side comtyard, 
large entry shutters, and pedestrian-scaled elements. 

Though de Leon and Primmer had no intention 
of doing a new building, the fortuitous circum
stances led to this urban mixed-use building that 
benefits the neighborhood as well as the inhabitants 
and the firm. Living where you work is more sus
tainable and great, de Leon says, but it comes with 
drawbacks. "It's a catch-22," he jokes. "It's highly 
recommended, but sometimes it's hard to remove 
yourself from work."-n.fm. 
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For economy, the architects 
chose common off-the-shelf 
materials and finishes-such as 
porcelain tile, pine plank floor, 
gypsum, and sealed concrete
but detailed them to achieve a 
"custom" look. 

project: Urban Barn, Louisville, 

Ky. 
architect: De Leon & Primmer 

Architecture Workshop, Louisville 

general contractor: James 

Kinzer, Bardstown, Ky. 
project size: 4,667 square feet 

site size: 0.172 acre 

construction cost: $50 per 

square foot 

photography: De Leon & Prim

mer Architecture Workshop 
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GREENBUILD 2011 celebrates what's NEXT for green building. 

The world's largest conference and expo dedicated to green building, Greenbuild is 

where the world's innovators and pioneers will lead the way into what's next - for the 

green building movement, for the new green economy and for our global community. 

The Greenbuild Residential Summit, a one-day event held at Greenbuild, 

brings together leaders in the residential green building industry for 

education sessions, networking and sharing of best practices. 

Join us to see what's NEXT in residential green building! 
greenbuildexpo.org/ residential-summit 
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TORONTO OCTOBER 6, 2011 

GREEN 

Presented by the U.S. Green Building Council 
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shelter lab 

mobile hot spot 
a remodeled airstream provides a cozy, portable live/work space. 

a irstream trailers 
have long en
joyed popularity 
among architects 

and the architecturally 
inclined. When Matthew 
Hofmann, LEED AP, pur
chased and remodeled his 
own vintage 1978 Air
stream, he liked it so much 
that he decided to make 
it his full-time residence. 
Not only does the Santa 
Barbara-based architect 
live in the 160-square-foot 
trailer, but he also uses it as 
his firm's office. 

The key to residing and 
working in such a small 
space, Hofmann says, is 
making sure every object 
serves more than one 
purpose. His main work 
area-consisting of a built
in dinette, a computer, 
and a printer stowed in a 
custom drawer-doubles 
as his dining area, and 
the seating converts to a 

The 25-foot-long Airstream currently 
is parked on a residential site in Santa 
Barbara, Calif. Hofmann restored the alu
minum skin to its gleaming original state. 

guest bed. He tries to keep 
papers to a minimum, 
preferring to conduct busi
ness with digital files and 
documents as much as pos
sible. "Anything you leave 
out turns to clutter really 
quickly," he says. 

Following a complete 
interior renovation, Hof
mann restored the trailer's 
original polished alumi
num exterior. His handi
work inside and out has 
drummed up new business; 
after seeing his Airstream, 
several clients have asked 
him to customize their own 
trailers.-meghan drueding 
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Photos: Matthew Hofmann 

Bamboo countertops and floors brighten the trailer's interiors, as does 
a recycled-glass tile shower space. Hofmann's workspace (above right) 
also serves as his dining area and guest room. 
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doctor spec 

the new necessary 
the toilet category is abuzz with sleek designs and ultra high-efficiency products. 

by nigel f. maynard 

W
ashington, 
D.C.-based 
Studio 
Twenty Sev

en Architecture spends a 
fair amount of time talking 
about toilets. It's "always 
a focus in our residential 
design," says furn principal 
Todd Ray, AIA, LEED AP. 
But what about toilets is 
so important? According 
to Ray, the furn evaluates 
design, function, perfor
mance, and type. 

It's likely that Studio 
Twenty Seven Architec
ture is not unique among 
architecture firms design
ing either green homes, 
WaterSense homes, or 
homes in states-such as 
Nevada, California, Texas, 
and Georgia-with water 
problems. Architects talk 
about toilets because they 
play a huge role in water 
consumption and, there
fore, an important role in 
conservation. 

Water conservation is 
"huge" in Austin, Texas, 
says custom builder Matt 
Risinger, principal of 
Risinger Homes. "The city 
of Austin is doing all it can 
to help Austinites reduce 
water usage," he says. 

water marks 
According to the U.S. Geo
logical Survey, the average 

American citizen uses 80 
to 100 gallons of water 
per day, and toilet :flush
ing accounts for most of 
the usage inside the home. 
"That is why, in these days 
of water conservation, we 
are starting to see toilets 
and showers that use less 
water than before," the 
group says. 

Fortunately, the toilet 
category has moved fast 
in the past 10 years. Up 
until the mid~ to late 1990s, 
Americans knew only about 
old toilets that :flushed with 
up to 3Y2 gallons of water 
or new models that adhered 
to the federal government's 
mandated 1.6 gallons per 
flush. But then Australian 
manufacturer Caroma 
introduced the dual-flush 
toilet-a unit that uses 
a standard amount or a 
lower usage-and forever 
changed the category. 

"We were approached by 
the Australian government 
about how we could help 
in water conservation," 
says Derek Kirkpatrick, 
Caroma's North America 
general manager. "It's quite 
pleasing to see how the 
technology was adopted 
and caught on." 

Indeed, almost every 
toilet manufacturer offers 
a dual-flush toilet in some 
combination, from 1.6/l.1 
gallons to 1.28/0.6 gallons. 
Dual-flush units qualify for 
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Stressing technology and design, Duravit has launched SensoWash, a 
line of shower-toilet seats that are long on form, function, and luxury. 

WaterSense certification, 
a voluntary EPA program 
to help consumers reduce 
water consumption. These 
certified high-efficiency 
toilets must be 20 percent 
more water efficient than 
standard products. 

Although Caroma 
is credited with creat-
ing the dual-flush toilet, 
other manufacturers such 
as Duravit, TOTO USA, and 
Kohler are major players. 
Dual-flush toilets have 
become so common that big 
box stores carry them and 
so affordable that you can 
buy one for less than $300. 
As a result, they've become 
popular with architects, 
green builders, and consum-

ers. "Studio Twenty Seven's 
preference-and more of 
our clients are asking for 
it-is a water-efficient dual 
flush," Ray says. 

Today, dual-flush units 
are no longer the pri-
mary water-saving option, 
however. Some companies 
are going even lower with 
single-flush units. Kohler, 
for example, offers two 
products-the Highline 
Pressure Lite and the San 
Raphael-that flush with 
only 1 gallon of water; 
Foremost Groups also 
features a 1-gallon :flush
ing unit; and Stealth from 
Niagara Conservation uses 
amere 0.8. 

continued on page 56 
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Water savings isn't the 
only driver in the toilet in
dustry, either-manufactur
ers are every bit as focused 
on design and functionality. 
There's even a burgeoning 
ultra high-end toilet cat
egory with products costing 
almost $7 ,000. The list 
includes the Nearest from 
TOTO; Regio from INAX 
USA; and the recently 
introduced dual-flush Numi 
from Kohler. 

"We envisioned a toilet 
that creates a category in 
a caliber of its own," says 
Jim Lewis, Kohler's vice 

Kohler's dual-flush Numi toilet 
features a built-in bidet, LCD 
touchscreen, built-in deodor
izer and music system, auto
matic open and close lid, and 
heated seat and foot warmer. 

president of marketing. 
Numi is a dual-flush 

unit that uses 0.6 or 1.28 
gallons per flush. It comes 
with an LCD touchscreen; 
built-in bidet and deodor
izer; automatic open-and
close lid; built-in music 
system; and a heated seat 
and foot warmer. 

"From our perspective, 
toilets have to be clever 

and well-engineered, but 
they also have to look 
good," says Timothy C. 
Schroeder, president of 
Duravit USA. This might 
explain why Duravit taps 
some of the biggest names 
in architecture and design 
to create its floor- and 
wall-mounted products. 
Recently, the company 
unveiled a new line of mul
tifunction toilet seat/bidet 
products called Senso
Wash, which offer heated 
seats, a variety of wash 
settings, illumination, and 
a powerized lid and seat. 
"It's a luxury and there's 
a cost associated with it, 
but it brings a tremendous 
amount of technology to 
the space," Schroeder says 
about SensoWash. "We be
lieve it will be accepted." 

drain pain 
Despite their good looks 
and water efficiency, the 
newest toilets on the market 
are not without issues. 
Some products, for ex
ample, might be using too 
little water. 

"There is a limitation 
on how low we can go," 
Kirkpatrick says, add-
ing that more research on 
the matter is needed. "At 
0.8 gallons, the drain line 
could be affected. We're 
not sure if 0.8 gallons is 
enough to take waste out of 
an old house. There could 
be roots in the line and the 
slope of the pipe could be 
less than ideal." 

This fear might be justi
fied. San Francisco's push · 
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Inventor of the dual-flush, Caroma offers wall-faced or wall-hung toilets 
whose tank and flushing mechanism are hidden inside the wall. 

for low-flow toilets has 
resulted in more sludge 
backing up inside the sewer 
pipes, creating the smell 
of rotten eggs. This could 
become a problem in other 
areas as well since many 
industry officials believe 
more states soon will follow 
California in mandating 
high-efficiency toilets. 

Another issue that's 
come to light is the small 
water area in low-flow toi
lets. As Duravit's Schroeder 
explains, traditional toilets 
in the U.S. have a restricted 
flap and a large water area. 
But low-flow toilets, he 
says, typically use a wash
down system and have 
an unrestricted flap but a 
smaller water area, which 
could lead to markings in 
the bowl. 

"I'm not a fan of 
dual-flush units with a low 
water spot," custom builder 
Risinger says. "They soil 
easily and the additional 
savings of a lower flush 
isn't worth the additional 
cleaning flushes." 

Studio Twenty Seven 

Architecture's Ray says he 
has not yet found the per
fect toilet, but he does have 
advice for getting the best 
out of your spec. He opts 
for wall-hung units, which 
are easier to clean and 
"provide for unobstructed 
floor surface for mop
ping," he explains. And he 
often selects toilets that 
offer pressure assistance
"desired for that thorough 
bowl cleaning." 

"We [make] the initial 
toilet recommendation 
to the client based on the 
design of the space, the 
client's preferences and 
sensibilities," says Rob 
Whitten, principal of 
Portland, Maine-based 
Whitten Architects. But the 
firm also seeks the advice 
of plumbing contractors. 
"They know which models 
have performance problems 
and which manufacturers 
stand behind their product 
with parts and service," 
Whitten says. "No owner 
(or architect) wants a toilet 
with problems regardless of 
its appearance." ra 
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Reinvention 
Designing For The Future 

Expanding your practice through collaboration, diversification, and ingenuity 

BONUS: Earn continuing 
education credits from AIA. 
(Number of credits 
pending approval) 

In assoc iat ion with 

Brought to you by 

ft AIACRAN ::! 

Symposium highlights include our annual housing tour, 

Leadership Awards luncheon and panel discussion, and a new 

YouOnView session, where YOU can sign up as a presenter. 

Diamond Sponsor 

klAUf INSULATION 
i/-j fime- i-o JAVe- e.iei'Jj 

Gold Sponsors 

..... 
ATRJl!IUM. 

~ SHERWIN-WILLIAMS. -
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COURSE TITLE 

Illustrative Guide to Classical Moulding 
Design for Cabinetry & Furniture 

COURSE OVERVIEW 
This new course exp lains how the standard 
language of class ica l des ign is versatile and 
can be adapted for modern use in cab inetry 
designs. This cou rse discusses correct 
proportions for cabinetry and moulding 
bui ld-ups in kitchens and baths, according 
to different design programs. It also covers 
how to successfully combine moulding shapes 
and motifs. how to design with classical 
language \Nitnin different cu ltu ra I styles, 
and how to always be ab le to adapt known 
precedents to match present design issues. 

OUTLINE 
This course covers these areas of interest: 

• Classical proport ions and ratios of 
mould ings based on size of room 

• How to create and adapt classica l 
moulding build-ups 

• Cab inetry design concepts 

• Combining mould ing shapes 
and motifs 

• How to use mould ings in different 
applications 

Go to http://resarch.hotims.com for more info 

---- - ------------------ ------------ -- - -

ADVERTISEMENT 

CONTINUING EDUCATION SPONSORED BY 

WHITE RIVER 

WHO SHOULD TAKE COURSE 
This course will benefit any des ign profes
sional that wou ld like to successfu lly create 
unique and proportionally correct cabinetry 
and furn iture pieces in their design programs. 

~ COURSE CREDIT 7 LU 

ABOUT WHITE RIVER™ 

Founded by Bruce and Joan Johnson in the 
mid-70's, White River™ is known industry-wide 
as a leader in the design and manufacturing of 
elegant hardwood mouldings and handcarved 
woodcarvings for the Mil lwork and Kitchen & 

Bath Industries. Based in Fayetteville in the 
Northwest Arkansas corridor, Wh ite River'M 
offers over 2,250 decorative embellishments 
in hardwoods including mouldings, corbels, 
onlays, cabinet parts, and more. 

0 
"bite~e~ 
IlARDWOODc!l •WOODWORKc\I, INC. 

Beautifully Made I Made Easy 

For more information or literature 
about White River'", call 1.800.558.0119 
or visit www.WhiteRiver.com. 

http://whiteriver.com/ceu 

WWWRESIDENTIALARCHITECTCOM/CEU 



new material 

by nigel f. maynard 

control yourself 

With the introduction of the new RainBrain, high-design German faucet 

manufacturer Hansgrohe has gone high-tech. The electronic computer 

system for the shower allows users to control features such as spray mode, 

temperature, music, and lighting. A warm-up 

~~ : T i 1iii! 1i 
function flushes out cold water and automati-

- - - ---
cally adjusts to the preset temperature, and an 

anti-scald option protects bathers from burns. 

The unit is touch-activated and can be preset 

00:00 Menu 
for up to four people. Measuring 5 3/s inches 

by 9 5/s inches, it comes in a white/chrome 
• 

finish. Hansgrohe USA, 800.334.0455; www. 

E. I hansgrohe-usa.com. 

thin lines 
Invisiled Pro is one of the thinnest undercabinet 
lighting products on the market. Designed for 
cabinets, coves, and other architectural applica
tions, the product measmes less than 1/s of an inch, 
and installs easily with self-adhesive tape. The 
dimmable LED product produces 200 lumens per 
foot and has a potential life span of 50,000 hours. 
It comes in 1- and 5-foot sections. WAC Lighting, 
800.526.2588; www.waclighting.com. 

j'..,_ FOR MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION , VISIT WWW . RES!DENTIALARCH!TECT.COM 
~OR EBUILD . COM , HANLEY WOOD ' S I NTERACTIVE PRODUCT CATALOG . 

residential architect I may · june 2011 

sheep's clothing 
Made from natural and sustainable 
sheep wool, PermaLoft might be 
the only loose fill, blown-in wool 
insulation in the world, the company 
claims. It reduces heating and cool
ing costs by eliminating voids and air 
pockets common with other materi
als and does not require protective 
clothing for installation. Oregon 
Shepherd, 888.629.9665; www. 
oregonshepherd.com. 
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Strengthen Your Skills. 
Build Your Business. 

Advance Your Career. 
EARN FREE CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS TODAY! 

All courses and exams are 100% FREE and are instantly processed. Start a course, 

pause it and continue from where you left off-whenever you want . You'll know 

immediately if you 've passed and can print your certificate of completion instantly! 

HANLEY WOOD UNIVERSITY HOSTS COURSES FROM: 

Acuity Eagle Windows Kleer PPG Industries Solatube 
Advanced Building and Doors Knauf Progressive Foam Sub-Zero 

Products EcoGlo Leviton Technologies The Tapco Group 
American Standard EIMA LiftMaster Propane Education and Temple-Inland 
Andersen Windows Eldorado Stone LYON Research Council Timely Industries 
Aquatic Fa bra I Major Industries ProSpec Tivoli 
Baral Roofing Feeney Arcl1itectural Marble Institute Quality Edge Building Trespa 
Carlisle Coatings Products of America Products 

USG 
& Waterproofing Fypon Marvin Windows Roseburg 

VT Industries 
CENTRIA Georgia Pacific and Doors S-5! 

Weather Shield Windows 
CertainTeed Grahe Master Lock Sherwin-Williams and Doors 
Contact Industries Honeywell MTI Whirlpools SieMatic White River Hardwoods 
CREE Insight Lighting Nichiha USA, Inc. Sika Sarnafil Wolf 
DOR MA invelope PEERLESS Simonton Windows W.R. Meadows 
Dupont James Hardie Pella Simpson Door Xypex 
Duradek JELD-WEN Windows Plastpro Inc. Company 

& Doors 

hanleY.:A.wood '<.~U C4? " ,., 

UNIVERSITY : al ~ 
*03 

ACCESS THESE COURSES AND MANY MORE AT HANLEYWOODUNIVERSITY.COM 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

FULFILL YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS PROPANE 

ONLINE COURSES: 

Propane Gas Underground Systems: 
Residential Infrastructure Requirements 
and Energy Benefits 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Compare the benefits of different energy 

sources for fueling or powering the home. 

• Identify the benefits of using propane 
to fuel homes. 

• Describe different propane applications 
and list storage options. 

• Outline underground propane tank 
installation considerations and identify the 
benefits of underground propane tanks. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

EXCEPTIONAL ENERGY" 

TRAIN NOW 
BUILD BETTER 
Earn credits and learn about the many benefits of propane. 

The Propane Education & Research Council provides architects, builders, remodelers, 
and other construction professionals with free, easy-to-take, AIA-, NAHB-, NARI-, and 
USGBC-approved continuing-education courses on propane: its many applications, 
installation specifics, and products. 

PERC's continuing-education courses cover a broad range of topics including retrofitting 
from standard electric to propane tankless water heaters; living off the grid; hydronic 
heating; outdoor applications; and propane-enhanced solar water heating systems. 

Visit propanetrainingacademy.com to learn more about the economic, environmental, 
and efficiency benefits of building and remodeling with propane while fulfilling your 
professional training requirements. 

Go Green with Propane: An Overview 
of Propane Gas Systems for Green 
Residential Construction 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Identify multiple energy sources, 
including hybrid systems, and the 
benefits associated with each. 

• Describe residential propane storage 
options and applications for green 
building. 

• Explain the impact of fossil fuels and 
electricity on the greenhouse gas effect. 

• Identify the NAHB Green Building 
Standards and LEED for Homes 
guidelines, and explain the benefits 
a homeowner receives from building 
a green home with propane. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Water Heaters: Retrofitting from 
Standard Electric to Gas Tankless 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Compare the performance 
benefits of heating water with 
propane versus electricity. 

• Describe two ways in which tankless 
water heaters save money when 
compared to tank-type water heaters. 

• Explain the impact of fossil fuels 
and the generation of electricity 
on the greenhouse gas effect. 

• Identify water heating retrofitting 
opportunities, including specification and 
installation of a tankless water heater. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Tmin now at propanetrainingacademy.com 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

FULFILL YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING REQU IREMENTS 

Hydronic Heating in Rural 
Residential Applications 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe what hydronic heating 
is and why this alternative heating 
system benefits homeowners. 

• Identify at least three parts of 
a hydronic system and at least 
two alternative fuel sources. 

• Classify at least two different heat 
emitters by component and location. 

• Identify alternate heating uses, 
other than residential space heating, 
for hydronics. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1.5 LU/HSW/SO HOURS 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Train now at propanetrainingacademy.com 

Propane-Enhanced Renewable 
Energy Systems 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Explain why a supplemental energy such 
as propane is often required in combina
tion with renewable energy technologies. 

• Describe how propane supplements 
three types of alternative energy 
technologies. 

• Identify at least three things that need 
to be considered before specifying a 
residential alternative energy system. 

• Identify three basic functions of common 
features in three types of renewable 
energy technologies. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

A Comparative Analysis of Residential 
Heating Systems 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe general trends when comparing 
standard- and high-efficiency heating 
systems with dual-fuel or renewable 
energy systems. 

• Explain how carbon emissions differ 
among heating systems and why that 
can vary depending on location. 

• Compare and contrast trade-offs 
involved in specifying high-efficiency 
HVAC equipment for residential projects 
in terms of payback periods. 

• Describe where certain types of HVAC 
systems may be most appropriate based 
on factors such as location, operating 
costs, or efficiency. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Innovations with Propane Gas 
for Outdoor Residential Use 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• List at least three outdoor residential 
uses for propane. 

• Describe the safety and environmental 
benefits of using propane in residential 
applications. 

• Compare and contrast greenhouse gas 
emissions of commonly used residential 
energy sources. 

• Describe the sustainable energy benefits 
of building with propane-fueled systems 
and appliances. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SO HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

Community Propane Systems: Economic, 
Environmentally Responsible Energy 
Without Geographic Limits 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Identify two environmental benefits 

of using propane instead of natural 
gas as a community energy source. 

• Describe Sustainable Development 
Pillars and the impact of greenhouse 
gasses on climate change. 

• List the NAHB Green Building Standards 
and applicable strategies to earn points 
toward green home certification. 

• Describe applications for propane energy 
inside and outside the home. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SO HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Retrofitting Homes from Heating 
Oil to Propane: Efficiency, Economic, 
and Environmental Benefits 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Describe the history and current use 

of heating oil in the United States. 

• Identify which alternative energy 
sources are available to current 
heating oil consumers. 

• Complete a heating analysis 
of alternative energy choices. 

• Identify why propane is a superior 
alternative to heating oil from both 
an environmental and energy-use 
perspective. 

• Explain considerations when converting 
from heating oil to another energy source. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SO HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Specifying Propane Standby Generators: 
Installation and Value Considerations 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Explain common reasons for 
power disruptions. 

• List the three main kinds of 
standby generators available 
for the residential market. 

• Identify the most reliable and appropriate 
fuel choice for an environmentally 
friendly and energy-efficient generator. 

• Identify how to properly size a generator 
to ensure the home is safe, secure, and 
comfortable during power outages. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SO HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Propane Enhanced Solar Water Heating 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe why solar water heating 
is a viable and reliable water heating 
method for residential remodels and 
new construction. 

• Describe why solar water heating 
is not sufficient in many parts of the 
country, and compare two energy 
sources that can supplement a solar 
water heating unit. 

• Describe how a solar water heating unit 
works with a propane-fueled backup 
tankless water heater. 

• Review a spec for a solar water heater 
with a propane-fueled backup 
tankless water heating unit. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SO HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CELI HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Tra111 now at propanetrainingacademy.com 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

FULFILL YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

A Comparative Analysis of Residential 
Water Heating Systems 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Explain the need for an analysis of 

water heating systems and briefly 
describe the methodology of this study. 

• Describe the factors that contribute 
to energy costs varying by region 
and climate. 

• Compare and contrast the environmental 
and economic benefits of the systems 
in each climate. 

• Identify the conclusions reached from 
the analyses of water heating systems. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI: 0.1 CELI HOUR 

·ri-ail1 now at propanetrainingacademy.com 

Understanding the 2009 IECC Energy 
Code, Advanced Efficiency Programs, 
and Their Implications for Propane 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Identify the regions in the United States 

where propane is likely to be used in 
new homes and with what appliances. 

• Discuss the structure of the 2009 IECC 
code and the sections that impact 
propane in new single-family homes. 

• List the IECC's major compliance 
paths and describe the minimum 
efficiency requirements for propane
fired residential equipment. 

• List at least two different green building 
codes and standards and describe how 
propane can contribute to gaining points 
in those programs. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1.25 LU/HSW HOURS 
NARI: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

Residential Energy Performance 
Upgrades: An Energy, Economic, 
and Environmental Analysis 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Explain the difference between elective 

and non-elective energy-efficiency 
measures (EEMs) . 

• Identify the most beneficial EEMs 
in each of the five climate zones 
outlined in the study. 

• Determine approximate payback periods 
for EEMs in your projects that are similar 
to those covered in the study. 

• Discuss how you would convey the 
costs and benefits of EEM options 
to your clients. 

NAHB APPROVED 
AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 
USGBC CREDIT: 1 GBCI CE HOUR 

PRINT COURSES: 
Expanding Outdoor Living: Using 
Propane for Efficient and Sustainable 
Outdoor Living 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
• Describe why furnished outdoor spaces 

are becoming popular among homeowners 
and designers. 

• Describe at least three considerations 
that should be taken into account before 
designing an outdoor space. 

• Describe at least three features fueled 
by propane that are often part of 
outdoor spaces. 

• List at least three facts about propane 
related to its low environmental impact. 

AIA CREDIT: 1 LU HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

Condensing Tankless Water Heaters: 
Using Propane for the Most Efficient 
Water Heaters on the Market 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe how a condensing tankless 
water heater works and outline the 
possible advantages for use in 
a residential setting , especially in 
retrofit situations. 

• Describe how new Department of Energy 
standards and upgraded Energy Star 
ratings will change the landscape of 
residential water heaters. 

• Explain why Energy Factors (EFs) 
don't always reveal the best value. 

• List at least three facts about 
propane's low environmental impact. 

AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Heating Oil Conversion: Exploring 
Propane as a Viable Alternative 
Energy Source 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe the history and current use 
of heating oil in the United States. 

• List alternative fuel sources that 
are available to current heating 
oil consumers. 

• Complete a heating analysis 
of alternative fuel choices. 

• Understand why propane is a 
superior alternative to heating oil. 

AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI CREDIT: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Living Off-Grid: Power Generation 
and Storage Basics 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

• Describe why living off-grid has 
become more appealing. 

• List the technology and components 
required to generate and store power 
in an off-grid home. 

• Describe the functional and practical 
differences among portable, stand-by, 
and off-grid generators. 

• Compare the advantages and 
disadvantages of diesel fuel and 
propane for off-grid use. 

AIA CREDIT: 1 LU/HSW/SD HOUR 
NARI: 0.1 CEU HOUR 

Tn1n now at propanetrainingacademy.com 



Training Content Provided by the Propane Education & Research Council 

FULFILL YOUR PROFESSIONAL T RAINING REQUIREMENTS 

.,_ Fulfill your CEU requirements 

and learn about the benefits 

of building with propane today 

by taking free courses at 

propanetrainingacademy.com. 

Propane Education & Research Council 
1140 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 1075 
Washington, DC 20036 

© Propane Education & Research Council 
5/11 

Train now a1 propanetrainingacademy.com 

MORE TRAINING OPTIONS 
Training opportunities don't end with continuing-education courses. The Propane 

Education & Research Council offers a number of excellent research studies and 

training videos at buildwithpropane.com. 

Under the website's Resources tab, research highlights include: 

• Whole-House Analysis of Energy-Efficiency Upgrades 

• Heating-Oil Conversions: Evaluating the Alternatives 

• Propane-Enhanced Renewable Energy Systems 

• Comparative Heating Systems Study 

The website's Multimedia Library has training videos on a number 

of subjects including: 

• Converting an Oil-Fueled Boiler System to Propane 

• The Future of Propane 

• Achieving Affordable and lmpactful Energy Efficiency 

• Residential Multi-Unit Tankless Water Heaters 



I to provide more 
"/ want to be ab e Where 

mployees. 
benefits to my e ,, 

do/ start? 

Find a New Direction ... 
AND Get There. 

"I want to hire an office manager ... or 
should I hire a lead carpenter? 
I don't know who to hire first." 

"/should have t k 
With the estima~ en more time 

• . mg. Now what 
- -i am I gomg to do?" 
~~-- . 

The 2011 conference program features intensive training in core business practices every contractor must 

possess plus a huge number of breakout classes to fill the gaps in your learning needs with more interaction and 
peer-to-peer networking. Developed in partnership with a group of experienced contractors familiar with the 
daily operations of small and large companies, our 2011 program can help you build a solid road map to 
success, customizable to your business' goals: 

• NEW! Two All-Day Pre-Show Camps 
• NEW! Self-Assessment to Guide Your Learning 

• NEW! After-the-Conference Day Assembly: Share Your "A-Ha!" Moments 

• NEW! Mentor Program 

Be one of the first to experience this whole new approach to education. Registration opens mid-June! 

2011 Conference Program Snapshot: 

Day I, Wednesday: Days 2 & 3, Thursday and Friday: Day 4, Saturday: 
8 hour business boot camp with others 
experiencing similar business situations 

Take three 75-minute sessions 
each of these days 

Wrap up the program with 
two 75-minute sessions 

~ 
remodeling 

~ 

All of This Includes Unlimited Three-Day Exhibit Hall Admission! 

CHICAGO 2011 
Exhibit Hall: October 13-15 111 Conference: October 12-15 
Lakeside Center at McCormick Place I II Chicago, IL USA 
RemodelingShow.com 111 866.860.1964 
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Move the Laundry Room 

Current code now eliminates reductions 
required for sectioned elbows when 
you use the Dryer-Ell instead. This can 
provide the flexibility you're seeking 
to help make the laundry room a more 

functional part of 
your home designs. 

learn more about 
the engineering 
online today. 

lk~ 
ln-0-Vale p~ 
~ Technolo;i;i': 

888-443-7937 • www.Dryer-Ell.com 

800-882-1896 • www.eproserv.com 

Epro Design 
• Composite Technology (laminated components) 
• Field Installed 
• Monolithic 
• Highly Adhesive 
• Flexible Component Selection 

Purpose of Design 
• Superior Strength 
• Simplifies Leak Detection 
• Reduces the Effects of Future Movement 
• Redundancy of Protection 
• Maximizes Drainage Planes 
• Custom Design for Special Requirements 

Complete Redundancy 
• Monolithic and Fully Bonded Barrier 
• Multiple Waterproofing Barriers 
• Multiple Protection and Drainage Courses 

Application Systems 

• ICF Construction 
• Concrete and Block Walls 
• Blindside 
• Beneath Slab 
• Between Slab and Deck 

SUBWAY 
CERAMICS 

FOR 
INFORMATION 

on how to be 

a part of the next 

residential 
architect 
special advertising 

section, contact 

Erin Schneider at 

773.824.2445. 

go to http ://resarc h.hotim s.co m for more info residential architect I an aia magazine 
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TILE LIKE 
APRO. 

By Michael Byrne and Michelle Griffoul 

Get the critical knowledge 
and professional skills 
to handle any tiling job, 
no matter how complex! 

Tiling for Contractors is your 
complete best-practice guide to 
professional tilework. It's clearly 
written and extensively illustrated, 
making it fast and easy for you to 
master these expert techniques. 

Why sub out this profitable work 
when you can do it yourself! Order 
your copy of Tiling for Contractors 
today! Satisfaction guaranteed 
or your money back. 

(800) 859-3669 
jlcbooks.com/tile 

JLG Books PO Box 5858 Harlan, IA 51593 

Published by J1~ 
Construction 

Practical advice for the real world. 

residential architect I may· june 2011 

How to build a 
Sturdy Deck: 

From The Journal of Light Construction 

jlcbooks.com 

go to http :// resarch.hotims.com for more info 69 



RECOGNITION 
Winners will be featu red 
in residential architect with 
expanded coverage on line 
at residentialarchitect.com. 

ELIGIBILITY 
Ent ries should be submitted by 
an architect or designer. Other 
building industry professionals 
may submit projects on behalf 
of an architect or designer. 
Projects outs ide the U.S. 
are welcomed. 

Any home or project completed 
after Jan. 1 , 2007. 

QUESTIONS? Email: rada@hanleywood.com 

Enter your best projects in the 131h annual 

residential architect design awards and be 

recognized for your outstanding work in advancing 

residential design. 

STANDARD ENTRY 
CATEGORIES ($125) 

1. Custom Home I 3,000 square feet or less 

2. Custom Home I more than 3,000 square feet 

3. Renovation (residential remodel ing and additions, 
including adaptive reuse) 

4. Restoration/Preservation 

5. Multifamily Housing 

6. Single-Family Housing (including production, 
speculative, prototype, attached or detached) 

7. Affordable Housing 

8. Architectural Interiors (build-outs, interior renovations) 

9. Campus Housing 

10. Light Commercial (any building type four 
stories or under) 

SPECIALTY ENTRY 
CATEGORIES ($95) 

11. Outbuilding 

12. Kitchen 

13. Bath 

14. Architectural Design Detail 

15. On the Boards (any unbuilt residential project 
not yet completed) 

ONLINE REGISTRATION DUE 

Nov. 11, 2011 

COMPLETED ENTRY DUE 

Dec. 9, 2011 



ad index 

Andersen Wmdows and Doors C4 www.andersendifferent.com 

AZEKTrim C2 www.AZEK.com 

CED IA 24 www.cedia.org 

Certain.Teed Restoration Millwork 31 800-233-8990 www.certainteed.com 

ClimateMaster 8 877-477-7844 www.climatemaster.com 

Eldorado Stone 1 800-925-1491 www.eldoradostone.com/elegance 

FireRock 34 888-876-1025 www.firerock.us 

GAF 12 www.gaf.com 

Grohe 26 www.groheamerica.com 

Hanley Wood University 60 www.hanleywooduniversity.com 

Humidifall 54 877-844-4776 www.humidifall.com 

JELD-WEN Wmdows & Doors 29 800-877-9482 x.12619 www.jeld-wen.com/12619 

Marvin Wmdows and Doors 25 800-236-9690 www.marvin.com/inspired 

Milgard Wmdows and Doors 5 800-MILGARD www.pro.rnilgard.com/essence 

Nana Wall C3 888-868-6643 www.nanawall.corri 

Panasonic 35 www.panasonic.com/architect 

PERC 61-66 www.propanetrainingacademy.com 

Pinnacle 32 www.pinnacleOSB.com 

Reinvention 2011 57 www.reinventionconf.com 

Remodeling Show I Deck Expo 67 866-860-1964 www.RemodelingShow.com, www.DeckExpo.com 

residential architect 2012 Design Awards 70 rada@hanleywood.com 

Smart Vent 54 877-441-8368 www.smartvent.com 

SoftPlan Architectural Design Software 2 800-248-0164 www.softplanstudio.com 

Sherwin-Williams 17 www.sherwin-williams.com 

StoneCraft by The Tapco Group 3 www.theTapcoGroup.com 

Tall Wall 30 www.TallWallOSB.com 

The Modem Fan Company 4 888-588-3267 www.modernfan.com 

Tile of Spain 27 3 05-446-43 87 www.spaintilesusa.com 

TimberTech 6 www.earthwoodevolutions.com 

U.S. Green Building Council 52 www.greenbuildexpo.org/residentialsummit 

Ultra-tee Cable Railing System 28 800-851-2961 www.ultra-tec.com 

VELUX Skylights 33 800-888-3589 www.veluxusa.com 

White River Hardwoods and Woodworks, Inc. 58 800-558-0119 www.WhiteRiver.com 

ZIP System Roof and Wall Sheathing 22 www.zipsystem.com/resarch 
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workspace 

intexure architects 
ho us ton 
www.intexure.com 

When Rame Hmska, AIA, and Rus-

sell Hruska, AIA, deCided to design and 

build their own live/work studio and 

residence, they didn 't stop at the borders 

of their site. Instead, the Houston couple 

also developed several surrounding lots, 

designing and building modern houses 

for custom clients-"people with like-

minded values," Rame Hmska says. 

Within the neighborhood they 've created, the Hruskas have devoted 

their home's first floor to the office of their firm, Intexure Architects. 

The Hmskas, associate Shawn Gottschalk, Assoc. 

AIA, and a rotating cast of interns populate the 

1,500-square-foot studio (shown at left), which 

receives plenty of natural light and ventilation. 

Upstairs, a 650-square-foot area functions exclu-

sively as living quarters for the Hruskas and their 

3-year-old son, Tad, while another 850 square feet 

serves as flexible space. 

Simple materials and finishes helped control the live/work project's 

cost. Its vibe is relaxed and friendly, right down to the Intexure-designed 

community pavilion outside.-meghan drueding 

72 www.residentialarchitect.com 

Rame Hruska (above and left) 
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The NanaWall VSW65 SwingSlide 
It's a French Door with Sliding Sidelites 

Architects have asked "Can NanaWall design a 4-panel 

system w ith center swing doors that equa lly slide away lo 

create an unobstructed wide opening?" 

NanaWall listens to its partners-the arch itects that create 

the world 's most distinctive structures-to inspire us to push 

forward wi th innovative designs Our NanaWall VSW65 

SwingSlide is what a typical OXXO sliding glass or French 

door both dream of doing. 
Shelter, Transformation. Exhilaration. 
Superior engineering and design flexib ility ensures unsurpassed 

durability in all-weather environments while maintaining exceptional 

performance for years to come. 

Go to http ://resarch.hotims.com for more info NanaWall® 
Grand Transformati ons 



ANDERSEN. MORE TOOLS TO BUILD YOUR VISION. 

Window Studio® software takes the vision 30 and beyond. 
Andersen® Window Studio® software is a powerful, stand-alone tool that allows 

you to select , specify and design window and door schemes with Andersen® 

products, then generate 20 elevations, plans, deta il s o'r 30 models to use in 

your CAD or Bl M design. So whatever the vision, Andersen can help bring it to 

life. To learn more about Window Studio® software, visit andersendifferent.com. 

•Btv.t;ttJftW 
PARTNER OFTHE YEAR Andersen® 

See us in a different light .'" 

"ENERGY STAR" is a reg istered trademark of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Andersen" and al l other marks where denoted are 
trademarks of Andersen Corporati on. ©2011 Andersen Corporati on. All ri ghts reserved . 


